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WATCH THE VIDEO






the go-to product  for the go-to guys.

Our proven, reliable, and innovative pipe, wire, and conduit fittings and valves help professional contractors by simplifying installations and repairs, making them faster and less expensive to complete.






INTRODUCING QUICKFITTING ELECTRICAL



Our proven technology is now available for electrical connections. Our new QuickFitting Electrical line provides fast, removable, reusable connections for schedule 40 and schedule 80 UL listed PVC conduit.




SEE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
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Making Connections

We raise the industry bar for push connect technology. In addition to its easy installation, our products allow for higher pressure ranges and better pressure performance over competitive push fittings.



Our quick connection technology provides a simpler, safer, and more cost-effective solution for connecting copper, PEX, PE-RT, and CPVC piping in plumbing and heating applications. No open flames or sealants needed, just quickly clean the end of the pipe and push to connect into place.





















Overbuilt, not overpriced.

Our patented technologies offer a full range of high-quality plumbing fittings and valves that are quick and easy to install. Our fittings are reusable, durable, permanent plumbing connections and get the job done 90% faster than traditional methods, including soldering.
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Plumbing products

Available in Brass, Copper, and Stainless Steel, as well as a wide variety of sizes and widths – our push to connect plumbing fittings and valves go in 90% faster than traditional methods, including soldering, and provide permanent connections backed with a 75-year warranty.

SEE PLUMBING PRODUCTS
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Electrical Products

Our proven technology is now available for electrical connections. QuickFitting Electrical delivers easy, one-hand use connections for schedule 40 and schedule 80 UL listed PVC conduit. All fittings are removable, reusable, and provide a dust-tight, water-tight, and concrete-tight connection rated for direct burial.

SEE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS










Get it done quick

Our products are a great labor-saving tool. Our QuickFitting technology makes it easy for the do-it-yourself plumber and plumbing professionals as well, saving the installer 90% of the installation time over conventional soldering or welding methods. For plumbing professionals, the increased speed means you complete more jobs in less time, increasing the number of daily service calls. In addition, our technology is designed and warranted to last longer than any other conventional method.





STEP 1: CUT IT

Cut your copper, PEX, PE-RT, or CPVC tubing using a sharp tubing cutter.
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Step 2: Clean It

The connected surface should be clean, burr free, and free of foreign materials.
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Step 3: Mark It

Always mark the insertion depth on the tubing to provide a guide to ensure you have inserted the tube properly.
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Step 4: Push It

Push on the fitting or valve to meet the insertion depth mark… you’re done.
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 HASSLE- AND
FRUSTRATION-FREE APPLICATIONS
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Perfect for Tight Spaces
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No Glue
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No Flames
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No TOOLS NEEDED











The QuickFitting Difference

We are one of the industry’s leading suppliers of repairable quick connection fittings for industrial, municipal, OEM, and plumbing markets. In addition to quality and value, several factors position us as the leader in push to connect products. Below are just a few key differences between us and the rest of the pack.
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Leaders in innovation & design

In addition to our strengths as a high-quality, world-class manufacturing company, we have consistently developed and delivered on new product innovations. With 214 total patents and counting, it’s easy to see why we are the leader in push fit innovation and technology.


What’s more, we are constantly working to provide more and better products that can help people make the right connection, no matter the job at hand.

HAVE AN IDEA? LET’s TALK









We got your back



Our patented push fitting technologies offer a full-range of high-quality plumbing fittings and valves that are quick and easy to install.

Our repairable quick-connect fittings are backed by excellent customer support including training and consultation services, help lines and on-site assistance. To top it off, we offer the industry’s longest product warranty — 75 years!
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Durable, removable,
and reusable

Once installed, our push fit products can be easily removed and reused. Simply snap on the push fit release clip, then press to release the connection.


Our durability has been time-tested, plus our 75-year warranty will give you the peace of mind of a job well-done.










Built for every job

We provide innovative, repairable quick connection fittings, valves, stops, PEX and accessories for copper, CPVC, PE-RT, and PEX plumbing, heating, compressed air, inert gas and fluid applications.
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PLUMBING
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HEATING
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OUTDOOR PLUMBING
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MARINE
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RV & MOBILE HOMES
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IRRIGATION











Let’s Get Started

Whether you would like to get a demo, request a sample, get more product specs, order products, and more, submit the form below and our team will be in touch with you shortly.

Find a SALES REP IN YOUR AREA

For international inquiries, please click here










 
























    I'm a:



    Professional



    Wholesaler



    Retailer



    Homeowner



    OEM



    Inventor








    I'm interested in:



    Plumbing



    Electrical



    HVAC



    I have an idea
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655 Waterman Ave

East Providence, RI 02914

Tel: (877) 238-4826 

Fax: (877) 258-4826
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